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Measuring And Technical Guide For
The Joint Range
The Joint range of door bars are a high quality product for a high quality
installation.
The Joint range are available in three lengths: 81.2cm, 91.5cm and 243.8cm.
except the chrome finish which is available in 81cm, 91.5cm, and 182.9cm.
Joint
The Joint range can be used in almost any situation where two flooring surfaces
meet, be it carpet to carpet, carpet to hard floor, hard floor to hard floor and will
even cope with height differences of up to 7mm in a hard floor to hard floor
installation and the same with carpet to hard floor after the carpet is compressed.
Carpet to Carpet
Always fit your the Joint over ‘Gripper’ to give the carpet a secure fix on the pins.
Leave a 15mm gap between the two lengths of ‘Gripper’, this will allow the trim to
compress the carpet without being hindered, especially important with thinner
carpets. Posh are supplied with number 6 screws and we recommend drilling a pilot
hole before fixing. For softwood create a 2.5mm pilot hole and for hardwood create a
3mm hole. If fitting into a concrete floor use a plug suitable for number 6 screws.
Ensure the centre channel is free of dirt and grease before fitting the inlay.
Vinyl to Vinyl
Leave a 15mm gap between the two hard floors, this will allow the trim to fitted
without being hindered. Posh are supplied with number 6 screws and we recommend
drilling a pilot hole before fixing. For softwood create a 2.5mm pilot hole and for
hardwood create a 3mm hole. If fitting onto a concrete floor use a plug suitable for
number 6 screws. Ensure the centre channel is free of dirt and grease before fitting
the inlay.
Carpet to Vinyl
Always fit your the Joint over ‘Gripper’ on the carpet side to give the carpet a secure
fit on the pins. Leave a 15mm gap between the ‘Gripper’ and the hard floor, this will
allow the trim to compress the carpet without being hindered, especially important
with thinner carpets. Posh are supplied with number 6 screws and we recommend
drilling a pilot hole before fixing. For softwood create a 2.5mm pilot hole and for
hardwood create a 3mm hole. If fitting into a concrete floor use a plug suitable for
number 6 screws. Ensure the centre channel is free of dirt and grease before fitting
the inlay.
Cleaning
We recommend using a damp cloth to keep the Joints clean, any household cleaners
used to clean the wood and paint of the door and its frame should be applied to the
cloth and not directly onto the surface of the door, as over spray can react with the
surface of the Joints. If any liquids are inadvertently spilt on the Joints they should be
cleaned immediately with a damp cloth and dried with a clean cloth.
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